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Introduction:

The government of
Honduras, through the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
made official a request for
international humanitarian
and financial aid to
strengthen national actions
and face the emergency and
the state of vulnerability of
the honduran people caused
by the tropical depression
Eta. On this date, we
published the first edition of
our Informative Bulletin, to
publicize the immediate
response of the support of
allied countries and, at the
same time, allow Hondurans
be part of the transparent
process on the issues of
international contributions.

PASSAGE OF TROPICAL STORM
ETA
Secretary of State in the Office of Foreign
Affairs and International Cooperation
Lisandro Rosales Banegas:
“Tropical Storm Eta has left us mourning and pain with
huge economic losses. Never the less we will rise, and
the way to do so, is with a sustainable social and
economic reconstruction, that will make Honduras a
safer country, with infrastructure development that will
consider risk management metodologies, which

will

minimize the impact of future natural catastrophes."
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COLOMBIA
The support mission of the
Republic of Colombia in
matter of rescue, salvage
and health care operations
will be of vital importance,
The mission consists of 38
officials and volunteers,
including doctors, nurses
and prehospital
assistances, among others.
Also a Black Hawk
helicopter for search and
rescue assistance.
The donation consists of a
mobile health unit for
medical assistance for up
to 100 patients, one room
for small procedures, one
special cabin for attention
of COVID-19 patients and
one command post.

El Salvador
El Salvador sent 30 thousand packages of food and
supplies, valued at 1.5 million dollars, to be distributed
among hondurans who were affected by the floods
caused by Tropical Storm Eta.

The shipment was
delivered by the Chief of
the National Unit for
Disaster Risk Management
of Colombia, Eduardo José
González Angulo, and the
Director of Civil Protection,
also from Colombia, Miguel
Pérez.
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Taiwan
We received a donation of half a million surgical masks,
financial assistance for the value of one million dollars
to tend the COVID-19 emergency, and 200 thousand
dollars more to tend the victims of the northern part of
the country that were affected by the Tropical Storm
Eta.
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solidarity network
Since the passage of the Tropical ETA storm in Honduras, many
countries have joined the cause to help
our people, who are greatly grateful.

MINDEFENSA
"Today the Government of
Colombia sent to the Republic
of Honduras the first flight of
@FuerzaAereaCol, with a
nucleus of the Rescue and
Health Response System of
@DefensaCivilCo and @UNGRD
to support the victims of the
#HuracanEta
#SomosMindefensa"
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Canada in Costa Rica

France Embassy

"We are currently seeing the impact of
one of the worst storms to hit Central
America in years. Canada is providing
$540,000 to @IFRC to support those
affected by #HuracánEta. We will
continue to work with partners on site
to closely monitor the situation."

"We very much regret the
human and material losses
caused by #ETA. Our deepest
condolences. France is
preparing technical support and
an important package of
humanitarian aid with
#CruzRoja as a way to show
solidarity with the people and
authorities of Honduras."
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